
Description:

Ease your life and make your life more taste just
start from using the FM Adaptor-

the songs and
broadcast the sound in the
Car.

With the excellent
characteristic having the
high audio quality by using
the through the
Car Radio, any stereo
audio volume
(100mV~5,000mV) can be
automatically controlled to
keep the audio quality in
the best condition at any
time. Furthermore, because
of the small and portable
size, the can be
easy to carry.

Owning the in
hand, you don't need to
care if the car radio has

Cartone

Cartone provides professional and most
innovative technology to create an impossible
connection with any portable players such as
Compact Disc(CD), Mini Disc(MD), Digital
Compact Cassette(DCC), MP3 Player and any
Audio Sources through the Car
Radio to play
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A modern and unimaginable design of the FM
Adaptor product is called Cartone.

CartoneCartone Cartone, The FM Adaptor

The one and only product to bring outside audio sources
into your Car Radio
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been equipped the CD, DCC, MP3 or any Audio
Selection, you can just enjoy the great audio
quality from any portable device broadcasting
the sound in the car as like your Car Radio has
been equipped all of them, even any of the future
products as related can be connected perfectly as
well. The smart and unique product brings
convenience and quality life to you, you mustn't
miss it. .

Operation:

Simple operation just by using two
keys.

Specification:

FM Frequency: Eight Channels,
88.1MHz to 89.5MHz

Audio Input: Earphone signal, or Line
Signal

Audio Input Level: 100mVpp to
5,000mVpp, Inside ALC Controlled

Transmit Range: 10Meters

DC Power Input: cigarette-lighter
Power

Dimension: 96mm x 48mm x 21mm

Weight: 75grams
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Contact
Biwave Technologies, Inc.
info@biwave.com

International Sales:
Phone: +886-3-377-0009
Fax: +886-3-367-3604

Engineering Facilities:
Phone: +886-3-377-0015
Fax: +886-3-367-3604
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